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1. Introduction

1.1. Background

their ‘‘main language’’, with over 4% of the residents of London
either not speaking English well, or not speaking it at all [1].
� Similarly, 8.1% of the population of the United States spoke

English less than ‘‘very well’’ in 2000 (almost double the figure
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A B S T R A C T

Objective: This study introduces the concept of epistemic brokering in interpreter-mediated medical

visits and illustrates how it can be used to effectively convey information between providers and

patients/parents.

Methods: Conversation analysis is used to analyze 24 pediatric genetics consultations (=17.75 h)

involving 16 Spanish-speaking families, their various English-speaking healthcare providers, and four

on-staff bilingual interpreters.

Results: Interpreters-as-epistemic-brokers can aid in the transfer of information between clinicians and

patients/parents (i) by (re)designing content to be appropriately fitted to a specific recipient’s

understanding, and (ii) by monitoring the ongoing medical visit for moments in which one or more

interactants may be in a relatively unknowledgeable position and taking steps to secure common ground.

Conclusion: It is posited that epistemically brokering interaction can serve to promote the development

of positive relationships with potentially hard-to-reach patients/parents. Although seemingly minor,

these moments in interaction contribute to these individuals’ overall experience with and understanding

of the institution of medicine. Future research is needed to identify the particular strategies associated

with effective epistemic brokering.

Practice implications: Interpreters and clinicians should be aware of the role that discursive practices

play in conveying information in the medical visit, and reconceptualize interpreters as collaborators in

this process.

� 2014 Elsevier Ireland Ltd. All rights reserved.
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jo ur n al h o mep ag e: w ww .e lsev ier . co m / loc ate /p ated u co u
Patients’ needs for medical care are generally invariant to their
ability to speak a particular language. Thus, as communities
worldwide become more culturally and linguistically diverse, so do
the patients with whom healthcare professionals interact. The
increasing frequency of physician interaction with language-
discordant patients should come as no surprise given the number
of individuals across the globe whose language proficiency
diverges from the official standard(s) of their country of residence.
For example:

� In 2011, nearly 8% of people living in the United Kingdom (4.2
million individuals) classified a language other than English as
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from 1980), equating to over 21 million residents nationwide [2].
� In 2003, over a quarter of the immigrants to France who did not

speak French natively reported having difficulties expressing
themselves in the country’s official language [3].

Bearing in mind that low levels of competence in a country’s
official language are often correlated with other racial/ethnic [4–
8], socioeconomic [5,9,10], and educational [5,7,10,11] factors
which have been shown to be negatively associated with patient
participation in the medical visit, these underrepresented individ-
uals are especially challenging to reach: patients who do not share
a language with their healthcare providers communicate less
information to them (being asked fewer questions as well as asking
fewer questions themselves), receive lower levels of reassurance/
encouragement from physicians, and adhere less frequently to
treatment recommendations – sometimes even avoiding seeking
medical attention altogether [12–15]. An obvious concern for
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healthcare providers, then, is how to facilitate effective means of
communication with these linguistically (and culturally) varied
members of society.

One common method of bridging this gap is through the use of
language-interpreting services. Patient satisfaction in interpreter-
mediated visits can even match that of patients interacting with
language-concordant physicians [16], compared to those needing
but not receiving translation who report being much less satisfied
with their relationship with their healthcare provider [17,18]. But
the mere presence of an interpreter does not automatically
guarantee a successful exchange; this depends on the discursive
strategies that the interpreter utilizes in the interaction.

1.2. The role of knowledge: ‘patient’s side’ and ‘doctor’s side’

Dissatisfaction in medical visits of all sorts – both translated
and monolingual – is often the result of inherent asymmetries of
knowledge that exist between medical personnel and patients
[19,20]. Doctors possess scientific knowledge about how diseases
operate, are certified to diagnose and treat sickness, and hold the
cultural authority that this certification has earned them [21].
Patients, on the other hand, while typically lacking in scientific
understanding of disease, have primary access to their own
personal, biographical experience of living with the illness (or, in
the case of parents in pediatric visits, having a child who is living
with the illness), including symptoms and their evolution over
time, failed attempts get well, and so on [22,23]. A communicative
dilemma thus arises on each end of physician–patient interaction:
How does each participant best convey information from his/her
‘side’ of the interactional divide? Is it preferable to ‘oversuppose
and undertell’ (potentially failing to achieve understanding from
the interlocutor), or is it better to ‘undersuppose and overtell’
(potentially coming across as patronizing) [19]?

When doctors and patients do not share the same linguistic,
social, and cultural backgrounds, these intrinsic knowledge-based
divergences are further intensified. This may account for the
discrepancy between many patients’ preference to use a friend or
family member as an interpreter, as opposed to physicians’
preference for medically trained, on-staff interpreters [24,25]:
Patients often report a desire for personal/cultural familiarity with
the individual doing the translation – that is, assured common
ground with respect to their ‘patient’s side’ knowledge. Physicians,
on the other hand, seek to ensure accurate transmission of their
own ‘doctor’s side’ knowledge, something which cannot be
guaranteed with untrained friend/family interpreters. Nonethe-
less, interpreters trained in ‘doctor’s side’ knowledge can fail to
comprehend and adequately convey the patient’s point of view –
mistranslating cultural metaphors, siding with clinical expecta-
tions over patients’ comments, and even undermining patients’
credibility – thereby explaining many patients’ hesitation to
engage with these individuals [26,27].

In order to satisfy the social and interactional needs of both
parties in the medical visit and encourage the active cooperation
and participation of these potentially hard-to-reach patients,
interpreters must be sufficiently medically competent to assure
clinicians that medical information will be conveyed accurately,
but they must also be able to assure patients that knowledge from
their ‘side’ will be conveyed with the same accuracy, care, and
import, and that their status as co-participants in the visit will be
valued and maintained.

1.3. The interpreter as a ‘broker’

The interactional moves identified in this study go beyond
‘translation’ into what has been termed ‘brokering’ in prior
literature [24,28–30]. Previous research has examined two forms
of brokering. Practices used for language brokering center around
the transmission of specific linguistic terms from doctor to patient,
or patient to doctor, when equivalent concepts do not exist in the
receiving language (e.g., explaining a diagnosis of appendicitis to a
patient whose language does not possess terminology for internal
organs). Such practices are intimately connected to those for
culture brokering in cases in which doctor and patient diverge in
their belief systems and worldviews (e.g., mediating between a
doctor’s recommendation of immediate surgery and a family’s
insistence on a weeklong healing ritual) [31].

This study introduces the concept of ‘epistemic brokering’ as a
distinct dimension of interpretation. Epistemic brokering refers to
the interactional steps taken by interpreters to ensure that
linguistically discordant doctors and patients/parents are socially

aligned at each step in the ongoing medical visit by facilitating the
establishment of common ground [32]. Interpreters are seen to be
taking into account not only the basic transfer of informational
content between the interactants, but also how that content is
being designed for recipients at precise moments within the
unfolding interaction. I argue that this form of brokering is one
method through which interpreters – on a moment-by-moment
basis in the visit – accomplish the variety of roles that previous
researchers have found them to perform, including co-diagnosti-
cian, gatekeeper, and advocate [33–38]. It is posited that epistemic
brokering, as a set of interactional practices, may thus serve to
promote patient participation in the visit and facilitate positive
provider–patient relationships.

2. Methods

2.1. Conversation analysis (CA)

Conversation analysis as method not only takes into account
what was said, but also analyzes how that informational content
was designed at that moment, for that recipient. In this way,
speakers not only transfer their own knowledge of the topic under
discussion, but simultaneously demonstrate their understanding
of who the interlocutor is and what the interlocutor knows or does
not know. By these means (amongst others), interactants
continuously reaffirm their social relationships on a turn-by-turn
basis in talk [39].

CA has been used in a variety of studies analyzing how doctors
and patients communicate [40]. The method has been particularly
successful in identifying specific interactional strategies which can
cause hitches or ‘‘dysfunctions’’ in the progression of the medical
visit, often offering alternatives that are communicatively – and
therefore also medically – more effective [41–45].

2.2. The data

This investigation draws upon a corpus of audio recordings of
pediatric genetics consultations from a three-year ethnographic
study which recorded a total of 193 clinical visits involving 75
families and four geneticists [46]. Sixteen of these families were
Spanish-speaking, totaling 24 visits (17.75 h) in which Spanish was
used as the means of communication. Four on-staff bilingual
interpreters are represented in the corpus, along with a variety of
English-speaking medical personnel (geneticists, nurses, dieti-
cians), and even social workers, who all come and go at various
points during each visit.

Either definitively diagnosed with, or otherwise at significant
risk for developing, one or more metabolic genetic disorders that
affect their ability to metabolize various amino acids, the infants
who are the subjects of these visits require strict diets. Ingestion of
too much protein can result in serious brain developmental
problems, including mental retardation, microcephaly, irregular
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motor function, seizures, attention deficit disorders, and also
death. Nonetheless, some protein is required for normal growth.
A large portion of these consultations is thus spent discussing
the child’s precise food intake since the last visit. In addition, the
visit includes a physical examination of the child, as well as
laboratory testing to longitudinally monitor the child’s levels of
various acids.

The audio recordings were first transcribed and subsequently
analyzed. The excerpts reproduced here are representative of
recurrent patterns observed in the dataset and were selected for
discussion as illustrative examples to introduce the concept of
epistemic brokering.

3. Epistemic brokering in action

3.1. Epistemic brokering of content

When epistemically brokering the content of an utterance,
interpreters facilitate the transfer of information from one
participant to another by designing it in a way that is appropriately
fitted to the recipient’s understanding. In the present corpus,
consistent with previous interview- and focus-group-based
Table 1
Excerpt (1).

1 MO M: Y:: entonc e- (.) para darle yo los macarr 
A::nd so- (.) for me to give he r macaroni 

2 Con menos  pro- (.) Qué es lo que no le te 
With less pro- (.) What is it that I shou 

3 =El  qu eso:? (0.3) o::: °qué.° =
=The che e:se?  (0.3) or:::  ° what .° =

4 INT : =U::h If she wants to giveuh er macaroni  
5 =and doesn’t want (.) as much protein ,
6 What does sh e- m:like leave out. The chee 
7 (0.7 )
8 DIET : tch If you wanna  give er macaroni an chee 
9 (. )
10 INT : [(Yes )
11 MOM : [Yea h
12 DIET : [Is’at what you mean? =
13 MOM : =Yes °yeh. °
14 DIET : .h T hen you’d have to u::s:e (. )
15 Either jus give a very small amount or:  u
16 -> Use the low protein (. )
17 -> macaroni er the lo w protein c heese ,
18 (. )
19 And so it doesn’t  hav e that much .
20 (0.2 )
21 In it .

22 INT : -> Hacen: macarone: especial con menos queso 
They ma:ke special macaron i: with less ch 

23 -> que no tiene tanta proteína, =
that doesn’t have as much protein,=

24 -> =También hacen otro tip o de mac[arone con 
=They also make another typ e of macaroni  

25 MOM : -> [Ah .

26 INT : -> que tiene  menos proteína .
that has less protein .

27 MOM : -> S:í . .  .
Ye:a h . .  .
analyses [47], this is regularly seen when doctors mobilize
particular ‘specialist terms’ [48], for example during discussions
of test results and diagnoses; however, the invocation of any
content that is not shared in common between doctor and patient
can be epistemically brokered.

In example (1) below, for instance, the content in question is not
a specific medical term, but rather an item of food. After verifying
that regular, store-bought macaroni and cheese has too much
protein for her daughter, Mom asks what alternatives exist so
that she might still eat it (e.g., leaving out some of the cheese) (lines
1–3). The interpreter’s formulation in lines 4–6 accurately
represents the tenor of Mom’s question and clearly conveys that
Mom does not possess knowledge of any readymade low-protein
option. Nonetheless, in response, the dietician instructs her to ‘‘Use
the low protein (.) macaroni er the low protein cheese’’ (lines 16–
17). Observe how the interpreter reshapes this directive into an
overt informing action in lines 22–24 (Table 1).

As the monolingual dietician does not have access to the precise
design of Mom’s original question, her presentation of the
macaroni and cheese options (lines 16–17) oversupposes Mom’s
knowledge of this information, and therefore undertells the
specifics thereof. While there are no linguistic or cultural
ones así,
 like that,

ngo que poner.=
ldn’t put in. =

an cheese,=

s::e?

se?

- u: m:

,<o con queso
eese,<or with cheese

 queso,
with cheese,
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divergences at play which would prevent translating this utterance
as-is, what medically and socially relevant risks might result?

Most basically, the dietician’s use of a directive with the definite
article presupposes that Mom already knows what ‘‘the’’ low-
protein macaroni and cheese is. This response, however, is
epistemically ill-fitted to Mom’s question which betrays no
knowledge of this option. Indeed, Mom’s just-prior turn in lines
2–3 (and the interpreter’s translation thereof) revealed Mom’s
assumption that leaving something out of the recipe would be
the most viable option to allow her child to continue to eat
macaroni and cheese. In sum, then, the dietician’s response is
inappropriately designed for this recipient, at this moment. As a
result, by oversupposing knowledge in this way, the dietician
effectively loses the opportunity to convey this information as

information.
If the dietician’s response were directly and literally

translated, it would not only fail to provide medically relevant
information to Mom, but could also risk discouraging her
participation by portraying her question as inapposite (i.e., that
Mom should not have asked a question to which she already
possessed the obvious answer), if not altogether overly naı̈ve.
The interpreter’s reformulation orients to this potential threat to
the interaction by converting the presentation of this informa-
tion into an explicit informing in lines 22 and 24: ‘‘Hacen:
macarone: especial. . .’’/They ma:ke special macaroni:. . .. Design-
ing the content in this way no longer holds Mom accountable for
already having access to the product in question by actively
framing this information as completely new knowledge for her.
In addition, given that this macaroni is now cast as ‘‘special’’, its
existence legitimately lies outside of Mom’s knowledge domain.
The new design of these turns thus legitimizes Mom’s having
Table 2
Excerpt (2).

1 MO M: Yeah : por q- (.) Yo pienso que si no se hu
Yea h: bec a- (.) I think that if she had n 

2 como se enfermó que no  q- Porque  
like she did that she wou- Becaus e

3 .hhh estaba tomando solo  tre s onzas  ((sad 
.hhh she was only drinking thre e ounce s

4 al día de le[ che , ((sad tone) )
a day of milk,

5 INT : -> [m::::[hm. ((sad tone))

6 MOM : [O:: comía un poquito y 
Or:: she would eat a l

7 INT : -> Mhm. ((sad tone) )
8 .hhh Ye ah I think she would’v e:
9 (.) prolly gained mo:r e
10 if she hadn’t been sick that [week, Becau 
11 DIET : [R i : i g h 
12 DIET : =[Oka:y .
13 INT : -> =[She was  ma:ybe drinking three ounces of 
14 -> an [.h hhh] Just eating ve::ry li:ttle: :,  
15 DIET : -> [Oh:::]:. Ye:ah. ((sad tone) )
16 NUR : -> =Oh: That’s when they came to the hospita 
17 MOM : -> 
18 DIET : -> [Yeah. Yeah .

19 INT : -> [Allá es cuando vinieron al hospi[tal tam 
Then is when you came to the hospital to

20 MOM : -> [uh  hu:h
authored a question and thereby promotes her active participa-
tion in the visit, at the same time as they convey the medically
relevant information that she requested. Mom’s change-of-state
token [49] in line 25 suggests that the existence of low-protein
macaroni and cheese was indeed new information for her and
that she has understood it, and the interaction progresses
onward.

The epistemic brokering of content does not occur solely with
‘doctor’s side’ information. On the contrary, common ground must
similarly be established as patients present their problems and
concerns from their own personal, experiential [50] point of view.
As interpreters demonstrate understanding of and affiliation with
patients’ expressions of emotion, for example, and then publically
reanimate that emotional content accordingly, they simultaneous-
ly validate such contributions as newsworthy and relevant for
medical personnel.

In (2) below, a mother provides an account for why her
daughter has not put on as much weight as expected, namely that
the child had gotten sick and was not eating very much. The
interpreter first affiliates with Mom’s telling, and then conveys the
emotional, ‘patient’s side’ perspective to the dietician and nurse so
that they too can co-affiliate with Mom (Table 2).

The interpreter in this exchange does not simply take in Mom’s
talk and translate it for the co-present medical personnel. Rather,
she comes in early with acknowledgment tokens (lines 5 and 7)
which not only demonstrate having achieved understanding of
the events of the story [14], but also serve to affiliate with the
emotional stance that Mom is taking toward those events. The
interpreter is thereby presenting herself as an active co-participant
who shares Mom’s concern for the health of her daughter [35,36].
Although seemingly minor, this dyadic moment in interaction
biera enfermado
ot gotten sick

 tone))

 n:o.
ittle and n:o.

se ]=
 t.]=

 mil:k,
((sad tone))

l [too.
[Yeah.

bién °°verdad°°?
o °°right°°?
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establishes common ground between patient and interpreter and
permits medical personnel to engage with this common ground
after the interpreter’s translation (lines 13–16).

Although recipients of news cannot claim direct, experiential
access to the emotions associated with the news, they can, through
their responsive turns, demonstrate an empathic understanding
of it and affiliation with its teller [50,51]. Here, the lengthened
vowels and slowing speech rate over the course of the interpreter’s
retelling (lines 8–10/13–14) animate for the dietician and nurse
Mom’s original emotional stance toward the ‘bad news telling’
[52]. The dietician and nurse both come in to affiliate during the
interpreter’s rendition of the story in the same way as would be
expected for a first-time telling in ordinary (non-interpreted) talk,
thereby highlighting the emotional content that this retelling
carries with it.
Table 3
Excerpt (3).

1 DO C: Yeah and a y- If she wants ta: call us t oo=
2 =an let us know ho w he does with the rice  

3 INT : Y si quiere nos puede llamar para dejarnos 
And if you want to call us to let us know

4 qué tal le fue comiendo los cereales de ar 
how he did eating the rice cereal .

5 MOM : £Oh está bie(n)£ =
£Oh Okay£=

6 INT : =Okay. [Sounds good.] T hank you .

7 MOM : [£Gracias.£   ]
£Thank you.£

8 (0.7 )

9 INT : -> Okay

10 -> [Algo más señora ?
Anything else ma’am?

11 DOC : -> [Gracias .
Thank you.

12 MOM : -> No: [(está )
No:  (it’s )

13 INT : -> [>No?< Bueno. Que pase buen día =
>No?< Okay. Have a good day=

14 MOM : =Igual[mente .
Same to you.

15 DO? : [£Okay £
16 MOM : B[y e
17 INT : [B[y e
18 DOC : [Bye. Thank you:. =
19 INT : -> =So she can go: right ?
20 DOC : Yeah .
21 (. )

22 INT : -> Ya está libre señora .
You’re all free ma’am .

23 MOM : -> £Sí G ra[cias. £
£Yes Thank you.£   

24 DO? : [hehe £Buenas tardes.£  
hehe £Good afternoon.£
What is essential in this exchange is that Mom bears
witness to this retelling and is therefore able to note the
emotion marked through intonation and voice quality, even
with only passive knowledge of English (cf. line 17). By
publically conveying information from Mom’s ‘side’ of the
interaction in this way as opposed to through a format that is
sanitized of its empathy, the interpreter signals to Mom that
expression of her personal, emotional, experiential knowledge
constitutes a valid contribution to the ongoing medical visit.
The emotionally intoned retelling simultaneously lays the
groundwork for the medical personnel to be able to join in
with their own displays of empathy (lines 11–12, 15–18), to
which Mom can also bear witness, thereby further validating
Mom’s informative contribution to the interaction. Affiliative
moments such as these can work to establish and maintain a
cereal.

 saber

roz.
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relationship between the interactants, as well as encourage
parents’/patients’ ongoing co-participation in the medical visit
as a whole [11].

3.2. Epistemic brokering of context

Epistemic brokering goes beyond interpreting only the content
of talk which is directed from physicians to patients/parents and
vice versa. Interpreters also engage in processes of epistemic
brokering as they monitor the visit for moments in which patients/
parents may be in a relatively unknowledgeable position,
subsequently taking steps to remedy the lack of understanding.
This includes instances in which what is unknown is where the

participants are in terms of the visit’s overall progression from one
phase to the next.

With so many different medical personnel (doctors, dieticians,
nurses, technicians) coming into and going out of these lengthy
pediatric encounters, a repeated source of ambiguity for these
parents is the final closing of the visit. Interpreters can address
such moments of potential uncertainty by explicitly bringing them
to the interactional surface, as in the following excerpt (3)
(Table 3).

After the pause in line 8, the interpreter orients to the
potential closing of the visit by initiating a sequence herself in
lines 9–10. This functions to demonstrate to Mom that the end
of (this portion of) the visit is near, while also providing
her with an interactional space in which to bring up any
other questions or concerns she may have for the co-present
medical personnel before closing [42,53,54]. Mom has no
other issues to bring up, so the interpreter then closes in line
Table 4
Excerpt (4).

1 DO C: =If the result is a bno rmal: then we’ll see 

2 INT : Pero si los resultados son anormales, =
But if the results are abnormal,=

3 =entonces la vamos a ver antes. =
=then we’ll see you earlier.=

4 MOM : =O:kay.°s[í. °
=O:kay.°yes. °

5 DOC : [Aright ?
6 NUR : -> Maybe we should give them a slip to take t 
7 -> pediatrician t omorrow .
8 (0.2 )
9 DOC : A s lip. (.) What’s a sl [ip.
10 NUR : [I mean a: little n 
11 NUR : =Just a follow up [note ?
12 DOC : [A little note?  Aright .
13 NUR : Yeah .
14 (. )
15 DOC : Sure .
16 NUR : Unless you’re gonna:  dictate i:t _
17 DOC : N[o .
18 NUR : [Ny o-Dict(hhh)a hah =
19 DOC : No chance of that.  
20 (0.2 )

21 INT : -> Paula se la va a dar una nota=
Paula is going to give you a note=

22 =para que la diera a [(la pediatra).
=so you can give it to (the pediatrician) .

23 MOM : -> [↑O:kay .
13 with ‘‘ > No?< Bueno. Que pase buen dı́a’’/>No?< Okay.

Have a good day.
Despite the series of good-byes in lines 16–18, this may not be

the final end of the visit, and Mom may be in the same
unknowledgeable position as to what (if anything) is next on
the institutional agenda. This doctor could be leaving the room
only to allow a nurse to come in to schedule the next visit, or to
have the patient move upstairs for blood work, etc., as happens
throughout these consultations. The interpreter thus verifies with
the doctor that Mom is, in fact, free to go, and then conveys this
information to Mom. This interpreter-initiated sequence (lines 19–
24) ensures that Mom remains a knowledgeable and active co-
participant during the interaction – not only with regard to
the content of the talk, but also concerning the situated context of
the medical visit’s overall progression.

Closing routine visits regularly involves healthcare providers
discussing follow-up procedures and visits, other tests to be done,
and so on. Negotiating these next steps very often takes the form of
‘sidelined’ exchanges amongst the medical personnel. Although
final decisions and courses of action are indeed ultimately
presented to the interpreter for translation, interpreters can also
offer a form of ‘‘online commentary’’ [43] to patients/parents so
that they are not left in an uninformed – or even outright confused
– position while these English-only negotiations are taking place in
front of them. Take the following example (4) in which a doctor and
nurse discuss giving Mom a note to take to her family pediatrician
(Table 4).

Interactional research has demonstrated that patients closely
monitor and are responsive to clinicians’ actions – even when
clinicians are not engaging them directly – and thus that
 you earlier .

’the 

ote.=
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patients are only ‘‘seemingly uninvolved’’ in such exchanges
[55]. Patients who do not share the language of their clinicians,
however, are at least partially excluded from this sort of
participation in the visit, as well as from the information such
overhearing might provide.

In lines 6–19 of excerpt (4), a monolingual dialogue takes place
between doctor and nurse, the outcome of which being the
decision to write a note and give it to Mom (at which point its
purpose will surely be explained). In lines 21–22, the interpreter
takes advantage of a momentary pause in the sidelined talk to
explain to Mom what they are doing, orienting to her lack of access
to this overheard conversation. The fact that the nurse produces
laughter in line 18 may provide additional motivation to broker at
this precise moment given that laughter is perceivable regardless
of language ability; but note that the active reporting of ‘sidelined’
exchanges occurs in the corpus without such impetus as well. The
summative description of the course of action in which the medical
personnel are engaged serves to maintain Mom’s informed co-
participation in the visit.

As in the above example (3), this is not translation of parent-
directed content, but rather of context – epistemically brokering
Mom’s understanding of the progression of the encounter to
keep her socially and discursively involved. Indeed, Mom
receives this information with an enthusiastically intoned
‘‘"O:kay.’’ in line 23.

4. Discussion and conclusions

4.1. Discussion

Many interpreters are trained to actively strive for a lack of
identity – to be ‘invisible conduits’ through which information
passes, unchanged – conceptualizing any deviation between the
source language and the recipient language as a threat to
neutrality, and therefore as a failure [34,56]. The findings of this
study support those of previous research emphasizing the
interpreter’s role, not as an identity-less tool for translation, but
rather as an active co-participant in the medical visit [33–36,47].
Moreover, here it is argued that epistemic brokering is one of the
specific methods through which interpreters accomplish their
interactional role as what Hsieh and Kramer [36] call ‘‘smart
technology’’, as opposed to merely passive instruments.

The examples included here demonstrate that the basal
transmission of informational content itself is not the only issue
navigated by medical interpreters. Rather, because the transfer of
knowledge is inextricably linked to the sequence in which it is
embedded, the individual who evokes it, and the individual who
is meant to receive it, interpreters are also seen to be taking
into consideration the discursive framing used to convey the
information at hand.

By actively orienting to patients’/parents’ potential lack of
knowledge on a moment-by-moment basis in the ongoing
interaction, and taking steps to discursively resolve those gaps,
interpreters-as-epistemic-brokers not only provide medically
relevant information to patients/parents, but simultaneously
convey to them that they are considered valued co-collaborators
in the visit. Similarly, by affiliating with and publically
demonstrating comprehension of and care for ‘patient’s side’
knowledge, epistemic brokering practices work to valorize
patients’ experiences as relevant aspects of the medical
encounter, as well as provide opportunities for providers to
do the same. The institution of medicine is thus presented as
more patient-centered through the active encouragement of
patient contributions.

A wide range of previous research on monolingual medical
visits has demonstrated that patients’ satisfaction is connected to
how positively they view their relationship and interaction with
their healthcare provider. Positive relationships have been directly
linked to better health outcomes due to, e.g., more active
participation during the visit, better adherence to treatment
recommendations, and increased likelihood to return for follow-up
visits [57]. The communicative practices used in conveying
information are thus situated at the core of patient-centered care
as these interactional moves can affect how patient and provider
perceive and relate to one another. The present analysis illustrates
that, just as participants in monolingual encounters use the
interactional resources at their disposal to minimize the gap
between ‘patient’s side’ and ‘doctor’s side’ domains of knowledge
and thereby co-construct relationships, interpreters are doing the
same as they mediate interaction in bilingual visits. By taking steps
to ensure that all interactants are epistemically aligned in the
moment-by-moment progression of the medical encounter,
interpreters-as-epistemic-brokers may increase healthcare provi-
ders’ ability to effectively engage with these otherwise potentially
hard-to-reach patients [12–15].

4.2. Conclusions

This study has introduced and illustrated a dimension of
interpretation termed ‘epistemic brokering’. Taken individually,
the ground-level moments of epistemic brokering may seem
minor, but they are the building blocks that contribute to the
patient’s overall impression and understanding of the institution of
medicine – and of the relationship they have with the institution.
Because these interactional moves have the potential to affect the
quality and outcomes of medical visits, continued research is
needed to identify particular strategies that interpreters can
employ to epistemically broker interaction. These strategies, in
conjunction with those used by clinicians, may further develop and
enhance the overall effectiveness of interpreters’ involvement in
the medical encounter.

4.3. Practice implications

Interpreters and clinicians should be aware of the important
role that discursive practices play in shaping the effective transfer
of information and the establishment of common ground between
participants in the medical visit. More generally, this analysis
supports previous work [35] in suggesting that interpreters and
clinicians alike should reconceptualize interpreters as social and
interpersonal allies who can work collaboratively with medical
personnel and aid in the facilitation of positive relationships with
patients.

I confirm all patient/personal identifiers have been
removed or disguised so the patient/person(s) described are
not identifiable and cannot be identified through the details of
the story.
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Appendix A. Transcription conventions

The printed examples embody an effort to have the spelling of
the words roughly indicate how the words were produced. Often
this involves a departure from standard orthography. In addition,
the following are the symbols that appear most frequently in the
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transcripts included here. For a more complete listing, see Jefferson
[58].

?,. Punctuation is designed to capture intonation, not
grammar: Comma is for slightly upward
‘continuing’ intonation; question mark for marked
upward intonation; and period for falling intonation.

[ Left-side brackets indicate where overlapping talk
begins.

] Right-side brackets indicate where overlapping
talk ends.

(0.8) Numbers in parentheses indicate periods of
silence, in tenths of a second. A period inside
parentheses is a pause less than two-tenths of a
second.

::: Colons indicate a lengthening of the sound just
preceding them, proportional to the number of
colons.

becau- A hyphen indicates an abrupt cut-off or self-
interruption of the sound in progress indicated
by the preceding letter(s) (the example here
represents a glottal-stopped ‘‘because’’).

He says Underlining indicates stress or emphasis.

£Oh okay£ British pound signs indicate talk produced while
smiling (i.e., ‘smile voice’).

"pea#chy An arrow symbol indicates a marked pitch rise or
fall.

= Equal signs (ordinarily at the end of one line and
the start of an ensuing one) indicate a ‘‘latched’’
relationship – no silence at all between them.

() Empty parentheses indicate talk too obscure to
transcribe. Words or letters inside such
parentheses indicate a best estimate of what is
being said.

hhh .hhh The letter ‘‘h’’ is used to indicate hearable
aspiration, its length roughly proportional to the
number of h’s. If preceded by a dot, the aspiration
is an in-breath. Aspiration internal to a word (e.g.,
laughter, sighing) is enclosed in parentheses.

8hello8 Talk appearing within degree signs is lower in
volume relative to surrounding talk.

((looks)) Words in double parentheses indicate transcrip
tionist’s comments (e.g., for non-vocal behavior).

-> Arrows in the margin point to the lines of
transcript relevant to the point being made in
the text.
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